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In Huntington’s disease (HD), cognitive symptoms and cellular dysfunction precede the onset of classical motor symptoms and neuronal
death in the striatum and cortex by almost a decade. This suggests that the early cognitive deficits may be due to a cellular dysfunction
rather than being a consequence of neuronal loss. Abnormalities in dendritic spines are described in HD patients and in HD animal
models. Available evidence indicates that altered spine and synaptic plasticity could underlie the motor as well as cognitive symptoms in
HD. However, the exact kinetics of spine alterations and plasticity in HD remain unknown. We used long-term two-photon imaging
through a cranial window, to track individual dendritic spines in a mouse model of HD (R6/2) as the disease progressed. In vivo imaging
over a period of 6 weeks revealed a steady decrease in the density and survival of dendritic spines on cortical neurons of R6/2 mice
compared with control littermates. Interestingly, we also observed increased spine formation in R6/2 mice throughout the disease.
However, the probability that newly formed spines stabilized and transformed into persistent spines was greatly reduced compared with
controls. In cultured neurons we found that mutant huntingtin causes a loss, in particular of mature spines. Furthermore, in R6/2 mice,
aggregates of mutant huntingtin associate with dendritic spines. Alterations in dendritic spine dynamics, survival, and density in R6/2
mice were evident before the onset of motor symptoms, suggesting that decreased stability of the cortical synaptic circuitry underlies the
early symptoms in HD.

Introduction
Huntington’s disease (HD) is caused by expansion of CAG trip-
lets in the gene huntingtin (Htt) (The Huntington’s Disease Col-
laborative Research Group, 1993). HD patients exhibit abnormal
movement “chorea” and cognitive and psychiatric disturbances
caused by degeneration of striatal medium spiny neurons and
cortical pyramidal neurons (The Huntington’s Disease Collabor-
ative Research Group, 1993). Evidence demonstrates that the
cognitive disturbances and cellular dysfunction precede overt
motor symptoms and cell death by many years in humans and
occur long before, or in the absence of, cell death in animal mod-
els. This suggests that early deficits in cognition in HD are likely
caused by synaptic dysfunction rather than as a consequence of

neuronal cell death (Marder et al., 2000; Milnerwood and Ray-
mond, 2007; Verny et al., 2007; Schippling et al., 2009; Orth et al.,
2010).

Several neurodegenerative disorders are associated with pa-
thology in dendritic spines (the site of excitatory synapses) and in
most cases, spine alterations underlie deficits in cognition, learn-
ing, and memory (Fiala et al., 2002). Postmortem HD patients
show both proliferative and degenerative changes in dendritic
spines whereas HD animal models mostly show lower spine den-
sities on cortical and striatal neurons (Graveland et al., 1985;
Ferrante et al., 1991; Sotrel et al., 1993; Guidetti et al., 2001; Spires
et al., 2004; Heck et al., 2012). Further, animal model studies
suggest that cognitive impairment is due to altered synaptic plas-
ticity (Murphy et al., 2000; Mazarakis et al., 2005; Lynch et al.,
2007; Milnerwood and Raymond, 2007). Although these findings
suggest a relationship between declined spine densities and HD,
the techniques used in previous studies (Golgi–Cox staining and
postmortem materials) do not provide insight into exact kinetics,
the nature, and temporal course of spine alterations in HD. Fur-
thermore, since these studies have mostly reported spine altera-
tions in an advanced stage of HD, it remains unclear whether
spine loss is an epiphenomenon of neurodegeneration or
whether it is a leading event in the disease. To better understand
progression of dendritic spine pathology in HD, we imaged cor-
tical dendrites in the R6/2 mouse model of HD in vivo, using
two-photon laser scanning microscopy through a cranial window
(Holtmaat et al., 2009). This allowed us to track the fate and
lifetime of individual spines over a period of 6 weeks. We confirm
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decreased spine density in R6/2 mice compared with wild-type
controls. Interestingly, we observed a dramatically increased
turnover and a lower survival rate of dendritic spines. Addition-
ally, R6/2 mice fail to generate long-lasting connections on cor-
tical neurons due to an impaired stabilization of newly formed
spines. As a result, cortical neurons of R6/2 mice contain a signif-
icantly lower fraction of stable spines and a larger population of
transient spines. Additionally, we found that mutant huntingtin
causes a loss of dendritic spines, especially mature spines, in cul-
tured neurons. Our findings suggest that synapses are highly un-
stable in R6/2 mice. Spine alterations in R6/2 mice occur well
before the onset of the motor symptomatic phase, suggesting that
synapse pathology may be causal to the early cognitive deficits
observed in HD.

Materials and Methods
Transgenic mice. All animal procedures were performed in accordance
with the protocols approved by the Animal Care Welfare Committee of
Lund University (Sweden). All mice were kept in a normal 12 h light/dark
cycle and had access to food and water ad libitum. A colony of R6/2 mice
was maintained by crossing R6/2 �/� males with F1 of C57BL/6 � CBA
hybrid females in the animal facility at Lund University. The colony of
Thy1-GFP-M was maintained by crossing Thy1-GFP-M males or fe-
males with C57BL/6 females or males. The colony was also maintained
on F1 background. Heterozygous female Thy1-GFP-M mice expressing
eGFP under the control of Thy-1 promoter (line M) were crossed with
heterozygous R6/2 male mice (F1 hybrids of R6/2 �/� males � hybrid of
C57BL/6 � CBA females) to produce double transgenic reporter mice,
i.e., R6/2 �/�-Thy1-GFP-M �/�, for time-lapse imaging. Throughout the
text we will refer to these double transgenic reporter mice as R6/2 mice,
and single transgenic reporter mice, i.e., R6/2 �/�-Thy1-GFP-M �/�, as
wild-type control mice. Thy1-GFP-M is a transgenic reporter line in
which eGFP is expressed in a subset of layer II/III and V cortical neurons
(Feng et al., 2000). The R6/2 mice represent a well characterized model of
HD. R6/2 mice express exon 1 and promoter sequences of the human HD
gene inserted into the mouse genome and carry 141–157 CAG repeats
(Mangiarini et al., 1996). The CAG repeat lengths were verified for each
mouse by sequencing. In our R6/2 mice, the repeat length ranged be-
tween 255 and 280 CAGs.

Surgery and time-lapse in vivo imaging. We implanted a cranial win-
dow on 1-month-old isoflurane anesthetized (1.5% (v/v) maintenance)
single (R6/2 �/�Thy1-GFP-M �/�) and double (R6/2 �/�-Thy1-GFP-
M �/�) transgenic reporter mice as previously described (Holtmaat et al.,
2009). The skull overlying the right somatosensory cortex (bregma, an-
teroposterior �1.5 mm; lateral �3.5 mm laterally) was removed and
replaced with a small coverslip (5 mm in diameter), keeping the dura
intact (see Fig. 1B). Seven to 10 d after the surgery, imaging was per-
formed using a two-photon upright (Zeiss LSM 7 MP, AxioCam MRM)
microscope equipped with a tunable Ti:sapphire ultrafast oscillating laser
(Mai Tai; Spectra Physics) and a 12 W solid-state pump laser. For
imaging, the laser was tuned to 900 nm to excite eGFP. During
chronic experiments, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5%
(v/v) maintenance) for every imaging session. Imaging sessions were
45–50 min in duration. In each animal, apical dendritic tufts of pyrami-
dal neurons with soma position in layers II/III and V were imaged over a
period of 6 weeks. Apical dendritic tufts of these neurons are located in L1
and L2. The unique vascular pattern was captured with a Canon Power-
Shot A650 camera and was used to relocate the same dendritic segments
over subsequent imaging sessions (Fig. 1C). Imaging was performed ev-
ery eighth day starting from postnatal day (PND) 41 to PND81 (P41–
P81). Images were acquired using a 20� objective (NA 1.0). Lower
resolution image stacks (512 � 512 pixels, � 1.0 zoom, 1.0 �m step size)
were acquired to visualize the dendritic branching pattern and the posi-
tion of the soma (Fig. 1D). For higher magnification spine imaging, 5–15
random apical dendritic tufts (per mouse) each 42.51 � 42.51 �m, up to
300 �m below the pial surfaces, were imaged. For spines, image stacks
with a digital zoom of � 10, 512 � 512 pixels (0.08 �m/pixel) taken at 0.6

�m increments were collected. Care was taken to ensure similar fluores-
cence across imaging sessions. To avoid phototoxicity, the lowest laser
power that could discern all spines was used. Scanning and image acqui-
sitions were controlled by Zen 2009 software from Zeiss.

Immunofluorescence on tissues. R6/2 and control mice were perfused
using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Coronal sections (35 �m in thick-
ness) were cut using a frozen microtome (Leica). Free-floating sections
were rinsed (3 � 5 min) in 0.1 M PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100, then
blocked for 1 h in blocking buffer containing 0.3% bovine albumin se-
rum (BSA), 5% normal goat serum in 0.1 M PBS, incubated overnight
with mouse primary anti-human huntingtin antibody (MAB 5374-
EM48; Millipore), 1:200 in blocking buffer containing 0.3% BSA/1�
PBS. After washing in 0.1% Triton X-100/1� PBS (3 � 5 min), the
sections were incubated for 1 h with goat anti-mouse Cy3 secondary
antibody (1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch). Tissue sections were
mounted with polyvinyl alcohol containing DABCO (PVA-DABCO;
Sigma-Aldrich). Fluorescent images were acquired with a confocal laser
scanning system equipped with Zen 2009 software at 63� objective and
5� digital zoom, 0.056 �m/pixel (Zeiss, Meta 510). Care was taken to
ensure similar fluorescence across images.

Neuronal cultures and constructs. Wild-type C57BL/6 males were
crossed with wild-type C57BL/6 females to generate the embryos. Pri-
mary neuronal cultures were prepared from cortices and hippocampi of
embryonic day (E15) C57BL/6 mice as described by Tampellini et al.
(2007, 2009). In this study, we combined cortical/hippocampal neuronal
cultures for several reasons. First, because both cortex and hippocampus
are involved in regulating cognition, learning, and memory and both
these areas are affected in HD (Rosas et al., 2003). Second, we combined
these cultures to facilitate the possibility of having more neurons for in
vitro spine analysis. At 7 days in vitro (DIV), the neurons were transfected
with plasmids containing a hemagglutinin-tagged exon 1 human hun-
tingtin with either 17 (short-Q huntingtin) or 69 (long-Q huntingtin)
glutamine residues under the control of a cytomegalovirus (CMV) pro-
moter. Cells were cotransfected with actin-GFP (under the control of
CMV promoter) using Lipofectamine for 5 h. Since the Thy1-GFPM
mice that we used for our in vivo two-photon imaging does not express
GFP in utero (GFP expression detected only postnatally), we cotrans-
fected cortical/hippocampal neurons with actin-GFP to label neurons
and to visualize dendritic spines. Studies have shown that GFP-tagged
actin effectively labels the actin in dendritic spines without altering their
morphology (Kaech et al., 1997; Fischer et al., 1998). At 14 DIV, cortical/
hippocampal neurons were fixed in 4% PFA for 20 min at room temper-
ature, permeabilized, and rinsed (3 � 5 min each) in 0.3% Triton
X-100/1� PBS, blocked for 1 h in 10% normal donkey serum in 0.3%
Triton X-100/1� PBS, incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibod-
ies (polyclonal rabbit anti-synaptophysin, 1:200; rabbit anti-PSD-95,
1:400; Abcam). After washing in 0.3% Triton X-100/1� PBS (3 � 5 min),
the sections were incubated for 1 h with donkey anti-rabbit Cy3 second-
ary antibody, 1:500 (Jackson ImmunoResearch). After washing (3 � 5
min) in 0.3% Triton X-100/1� PBS sections were mounted in Vectastain
(Vector Laboratories). Fluorescent images were acquired with a confocal
laser scanning system equipped with Zen 2009 software at 63� objective
and 5� digital zoom, 0.056 �m/pixel (Zeiss Meta 510). Care was taken to
ensure similar fluorescence across images.

Behavioral tests. Motor coordination and balance of R6/2 and C57BL/6
control mice were tested using a rotarod apparatus (Rotamex 4/8; Co-
lumbus Instruments) at 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 weeks. First, all the mice were
placed on the rotarod for a 30 s training period. Fifteen minutes after the
first trial, each mouse was placed on a rotarod at an accelerating speed
(4 – 40 rpm) for three trials, each lasting for a maximum of 300 s (Carter
et al., 1999, 2001). The mean latency to fall off the rotarod (for the three
trials) was recorded and used in subsequent analysis. At the end of the
third trial the body weight of each mouse was measured.

Image processing and data analysis. Image processing and data analysis
were performed using the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD)-
based public domain software ImageJ, according to published methods
(Holtmaat et al., 2009). All images in the study are 3D projected Z-stacks.
Before projections, images were loss pass and median filtered. In some
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figures, distracting fluorescent processes were removed. Dendritic spines
were counted manually by scrolling through the Z-stacks of subsequent
time points of the same position. All clear protrusions, regardless of their
shape (stubby, mushroom, thin spines), emanating laterally from the
dendrite not above or below the dendrite were measured. Analysis was
done blindly, with the analyzer unaware of the experimental conditions.
Only frames with good signal-to-noise ratio, where spines on all parts of
the dendrite were clearly visible, were used for analysis; dim frames were
discarded. Spines were considered the same between two views on the
basis of their spatial relationship to adjacent landmarks and their relative
position to immediately adjacent spines. Spines were considered differ-
ent if they were �0.5 �m away from their previous position. Spine length
was measured by manually drawing a line from the base of the spine to
the tip. Spines were considered as lost if they consisted of �4 pixels and
gained if they consisted of �4 pixels in length protruding from the den-
drite. Because the two-photon microscope has a relatively poor resolu-
tion in the z-axis, only protrusions emanating in the x-y directions were
included. Spines that survived for 8 d or more, i.e., �8 d, were considered
as “persistent spines,” while spines that did not survive for 8 d, i.e., �8 d,
were defined as “transient spines.” For each imaging session, the follow-
ing parameters were calculated: fraction of persistent spines (Fp), fraction
of transient spines (Ft), fraction of gained spines (Fgained) and fraction of
lost spines (Flost) as previously described (Holtmaat et al., 2005). Fp �
Npersistent/Ntotal � 100; Ft � Ntransient/Ntotal � 100 where Npersistent and
Ntransient are the number of spines that were classified as persistent and
transient for the analyzed session or day (t), whereas Ntotal is the number
of all spines present on imaging session (t). Fgained � Ngained/Ntotal; Flost �
Nlost/Npresent where Ngained and Nlost represent the number of spines
gained and lost from one imaging session to the next, Ntotal is the number
of all spines present on imaging session (t), and Npresent is (t � 8), i.e., the
number of spines present at the previous imaging session. Similarly,
turnover ratios (TOR) representing gained and lost spines between im-
aging sessions (i.e., one week to the next) were measured. TOR �
(Ngained/Nlost)/(2 � Ntotal). The time-dependent survival function was
calculated as SF(t) � N(t)/N0, where N0 is the number of spines at t � 0,
and N(t) is the number of spines of the original set surviving after time t.
New persistent spines (NP) were defined as spines that were not present
at the first time point (PND41), but were gained during subsequent
imaging sessions, i.e., PND49, 57, 65, and 73 and were present for at least
8 d or more, �8 d, i.e., the later time points (see Fig. 2A). Total new (TN)
include new spines that were gained throughout the imaging sessions.
Spine density was measured by dividing the total number of spines on the
dendritic branch by its length, which was 35– 40 �m per frame. For cell
culture experiments, N � 37–51 random neuronal segments (at high
magnification) which were derived from 13 neurons obtained from 4 �
technical replicates for each genotype (3–5 neurons each genotype). All
kinds of spines, regardless of their shape (mushroom, stubby, or thin
spines) were included in the analysis given that they protruded later-
ally (x-y-axis) from the dendrite and not above or below (z-axis) the
dendrite.

Statistics. A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA (genotype � time)
was performed to analyze significant difference in dendritic spine den-
sity, survival, and turnover. Post hoc comparisons were made using the
Bonferroni test. All data are presented as mean � SEM. N � 4 –13 mice
per group. Student’s t test (two-tailed) was used to test significant differ-
ences in dendritic spine density between 3-week-old (PND22) and
4-week-old (PND30) R6/2 mice compared with wild-type controls and
between PND30 and PND41 R6/2 mice. In addition, Student’s t test
(two-tailed) was performed to test significant difference in spine number
in cultured neurons overexpressing Q17 or Q69 huntingtin and Actin-
GFP. A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA was performed to test dif-
ferences in motor behavior between R6/2 and wild-type control mice at
age of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 weeks (N � 12 mice/group at each time point).
Differences were considered to be statistically significant if p � 0.05. All
statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad
Software).

Results
Decreased density and survival of dendritic spines on cortical
neurons in a model of HD
In many neurodegenerative conditions, such as in tauopathies,
alterations in synapses and dendritic spines are some of the ear-
liest manifestations of the disease (Yoshiyama et al., 2007). The
HD mouse model, R6/2, is an excellent model to study progres-
sive early synaptic dysfunctions, because this model mimics the
cognitive as well as motor phenotype of HD in the absence of any
clear neuronal loss. In R6/2 mice, neuronal loss is not evident
until the very end stage of the disease (Turmaine et al., 2000). To
study the structural plasticity of dendritic spines in HD, we ap-
plied long-term in vivo two-photon imaging through a cranial
window to follow individual spines in the cortex of R6/2 mice as
the disease progressed. Starting from PND41 (i.e., week 5 1⁄2),
which represents the period before the onset of symptomatic
phase (motor symptoms) in our R6/2 mice, we repeatedly imaged
5–15 apical dendrites of layers II/III and V pyramidal neurons in
the right somatosensory cortex of R6/2 and age-matched wild-
type (Thy1-GFP-M) mice (Fig. 1A; experimental time line). We
followed 1503 and 1129 spines in wild-type and R6/2 mice, re-
spectively, for 6 weeks with a 7 d interval. First, we compared the
spine density of wild-type and R6/2 mice at PND41 (the pres-
ymptomatic phase) to the density at PND81 (which represents
the advanced phase of the disease). Two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype, time, and a
significant interaction between genotype and time on dendritic
spine density. R6/2 mice show decreased spine density on apical
dendrites of layers II/III and V pyramidal neurons compared with
wild-type controls at both time points (Fig. 1F,G; F(1,24) � 7.34;
p � 0.0122; n � 13 animals/group). Already at the presymptom-
atic phase (PND41), R6/2 mice display reduced spine density
compared with controls, and as the disease progresses, R6/2 mice
exhibit a steady decrease in spine density (Fig. 1G; F(5,120) �
14.93; p � �0.0001; two-way repeated-measure ANOVA). At the
last imaging session (PND81), spine density was less than half of
that observed in wild-type controls (Fig. 1G). To examine at
which time point during the presymptomatic phase R6/2 mice
start losing spines on the cortical neurons, we performed acute
imaging on 3-week-old (PND22) and 4-week-old (PND30) R6/2
mice and compared spine density of R6/2 mice at both ages with
that of age-matched wild-type mice. Young R6/2 mice did not
show a significant difference in spine density compared with con-
trols (Fig. 1E; R6/2 PND22: 0.36 � 0.03; controls: 0.41 � 0.05;
n � 4 mice/group; p � 0.46; R6/2 PND30: 0.33 � 0.03; controls:
0.40 � 0.01; n � 4 mice/group; p � 0.07; unpaired t test). How-
ever, at PND41 (the day when time-lapse imaging started) spine
density was significantly lower than at PND30 (R6/2, PND41:
0.26 � 0.022; PND30: 0.33 � 0.026; n � 4 –7 mice/group; p �
0.045), suggesting that spines are progressively lost before the
onset and during the progression of the symptomatic phase. To
determine the underlying mechanisms of reduced spine density
in R6/2 mice, we tracked the fates of individual spines observed in
the first imaging session (PND41) and calculated the fraction of
spines surviving (survival fraction) as a function of time (SF[t]).
We found that R6/2 mice display a significant reduction in dendritic
spine survival compared with controls (Fig. 1H; F(1,10) � 46.36; p �
�0.0001; n � 6 mice per group; two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA). Already, before the onset of motor symptoms, R6/2 mice
show �20% lower spine survival compared with wild-type controls
(Fig. 1H). Furthermore, R6/2 mice display a steady decrease in den-
dritic spine survival as the disease progresses (Fig. 1H; F(5,50) �
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Figure 1. Progression of dendritic spine pathology in HD. A, Experimental time line for in vivo imaging. B, Schematic of a cranial window on the right somatosensory cortex of mice where neurons
were imaged. C, The vascular pattern as seen through the cranial window. The picture is captured on the first imaging day and is used to find the same dendrites in the subsequent imaging sessions.
D, Low-magnification image of an apical dendritic tuft of layer II/III pyramidal neuron in control-Thy1-GFP-M mice. E, Mean spine density in week 3 (PND22) and week 4 (PND30) control and R6/2
mice. At both ages R6/2 mice display tendencies toward lower spine densities compared with controls (n � 4 mice/group; unpaired t test). F, Time-lapse image of a dendritic branch from a R6/2
mouse showing decreased spine density as the disease progressed. Fewer spines were evident on the dendritic segment of R6/2 mice at the late phase PND81 as compared with the first view
(PND41). Arrows mark lost spines. G, Mean spine density of 5–15 randomly selected apical dendritic branches of layers II/III and V pyramidal neurons in control (Thy1-GFP-M) and R6/2 mice (n �
13 mice/group). Already, before the onset of motor symptoms (5 1⁄2 weeks), R6/2 mice display a significant reduction in dendritic spine density that continued to decrease steadily as the disease
progressed (two-way repeated-measure ANOVA). H, Survival function of spines in control and R6/2 mice examined over 6 weeks (n � 6 mice/group). Note that R6/2 mice show decreased survival
of dendritic spines before the onset of motor symptoms, and as the disease progressed. Spine survival over 6 weeks in control mice was �80% whereas in R6/2 only 59% of spines survived by the
end of the examination period, which represents the late phase of disease onset in R6/2. Data are presented as mean � SEM. Significant differences between groups are indicated by asterisks. Data
were considered to be statistically significant if p � 0.05. Scale bar, D, 100 �m.
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221.87; p � �0.0001; two-way repeated-measure ANOVA). At the
end of the examination period (PND81), only �59% of the spines
that were observed at the start (PND41) had survived in the R6/2
mice, whereas the controls displayed a survival rate of �81%. These
data show that in R6/2 mice, dendritic spine survival is affected dur-
ing the early phase, as well as throughout the symptomatic phase,
which could be a plausible explanation for the reduced spine density
and/or numbers reported in HD patients and HD animal models.

Loss of persistent spines and a high fraction of transient
spines in HD
In vivo studies have revealed the existence of at least two types of
dendritic spines in the neocortex, persistent and transient spines
(Holtmaat et al., 2005). In naive mice, persistent spines are typi-
cally large, mushroom-like, and stable for weeks or months.
Transient spines are usually thin and live shorter than a few days
(Holtmaat et al., 2005). In contrast to transient spines, persistent
spines always bear synapses (Knott et al., 2006). Most transient
spines do not make a synapse. However, those that stabilize and
become persistent are capable of rapid functional maturation
(Holtmaat et al., 2006; Knott et al., 2006). During development,
the fraction of persistent spines increases, while the fraction of
transient spines decreases (Holtmaat et al., 2005). The patholog-
ical decrease in spine survival and density in R6/2 mice prompted
us to measure the fractions of persistent and transient spines
before and during the symptomatic phase. We classified persis-
tent and transient spines (Fig. 2A) as previously described (see
Material and Methods; Holtmaat et al., 2005). Two-way
repeated-measure ANOVA revealed a significant effect of geno-
type and time in which persistent spines were reduced in R6/2
mice compared with controls (Fig. 2B–D; F(1,24) � 8.83; p �
0.0066; n � 13 animals/group). Comparing the temporal course
of persistent spine loss in R6/2, we found that R6/2 mice display a
reduction in the persistent spine fraction at the initial phase of the
disease, which is maintained throughout the course of the disease
(Fig. 2D; F(5,120) � 13.86; p � �0.0001; two-way repeated-
measure ANOVA). A significant effect of genotype was also ob-
served on the transient spine fraction. R6/2 mice display a
significant increase in the fraction of “transient-type” spines
compared with controls (Fig. 2E,F; F(1,24) � 13.99; p � 0.0010;
N � 13 animals/group; two-way repeated-measure ANOVA).
We found that most of the spines that appeared and disappeared
between imaging sessions were thin, filopodia-like or stubby
spines, but rarely mushroom-type mature spines (Fig. 2F). We
further observed that in the R6/2 mice, spine loss was not due to
the degeneration of and/or a loss of fluorescence in the neurons
under study, since all neurons that were imaged remained pres-
ent, and dendritic shafts contained the same level of fluorescence
throughout the whole imaging period (see Fig.2B,C,F,G). In ad-
dition, small filopodia-like structures remained to be seen, indi-
cating that small protrusions could still be resolved on those
neurons. Neurons and dendrites remained present until the end
of the imaging experiment. Only spines were lost (Fig. 2G).

Increased turnover and impaired stabilization of newly
formed spines in HD
There is considerable evidence indicating that spine appearance
and disappearance in response to neural activity and experience
involves synapse formation and elimination (Holtmaat et al.,
2006). To further analyze dendritic spine instability in detail, we
quantified dTOR, which represents the fraction of daily gained
and lost spines. We quantified the weekly spine TORs in R6/2 and
age-matched wild-type control mice. To our surprise, R6/2 mice

exhibited significantly increased spine turnover (TOR) com-
pared with controls (Fig. 3A; F(1,24) � 13.45; p � 0.0012; n � 13
animals/group; effect of genotype; two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA). Increased spine turnover in R6/2 mice was evident as
early as at the presymptomatic phase and remained elevated
throughout disease progression (Fig. 3A). To examine whether
the increased TORs observed in R6/2 mice were not only due to
increased spine loss, we examined the gain and loss of spines
independently of one another in both R6/2 and wild-type con-
trols. As expected, R6/2 mice display a significant increase in the
fraction of lost spines throughout the disease. Interestingly, the
peak in spine loss was evident right before the onset of the symp-
tomatic phase (Fig. 3B; lost spines; F(1,24) � 21.55; p � 0.0001;
n � 13 animals/group; effect of genotype; two-way repeated-
measure ANOVA). In addition to a higher spine loss, R6/2 mice
also gain more spines as compared with wild-type controls (Fig.
3C,D) (gained spines; F(1,24) � 6.09; p � 0.0211; n � 13 animals/
group; effect of genotype; two-way repeated-measure ANOVA).
Comparing the temporal course of spine gain in R6/2, we found
that the gain is higher at the symptomatic phase of the disease
than toward the advanced phase of the disease (Fig. 3D; F(4,96) �
2.80; p � 0.0301; effect of time; two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA). To investigate why the increased gain of spines in R6/2
mice does not result in an apparent increase in the fraction of
persistent spines, we tracked how many of those newly formed
spines became persistent over time in R6/2 as compared with
control mice. We counted the total new spines (TN) and the new
persistent spines (NP) in both R6/2 and controls (for definition
of spine categories see Materials and Methods and Fig. 2A). The
density of new persistent spines (NP density) was significantly
reduced in R6/2 mice compared with controls (NP mm�1, con-
trols: 13.55 � 1.50; R6/2: 2.73 � 1.11; n � 6 mice/group; p �
0.0002; unpaired t test; Fig. 3E). Furthermore, in the R6/2 mice,
the probability that new spines became persistent (NP/TN) was
significantly lower compared with controls (NP/TN, controls:
0.114 � 0.02; R6/2: 0.017 � 0.007; n � 6 mice/group; p � 0.0027;
unpaired t test; Fig. 3F). These data imply that new spine stabili-
zation is impaired in R6/2 mice.

Characterization of motor deficits in R6/2 mice
Studies have suggested that expanded polyglutamine stretch
(CAG � 300) paradoxically delays the onset of motor symptoms
and increases the survival duration in R6/2 mice (Morton et al.,
2009; Cummings et al., 2012). Since the CAG repeat length has
expanded in our colony, we performed a rotarod test to deter-
mine whether the symptomatic phase (motor deficit) in our R6/2
mice is also delayed. We subjected the same mice repeatedly to
rotarod starting from the age of 4 –12 weeks. We found that the
R6/2 mice with expanded CAG repeats did not display any motor
deficits at week 4, nor at week 6. These mice had no difficulty
maintaining balance on the rotarod and the latency to fall off the
rotarod was not significantly different between the R6/2 mice and
wild-type controls at this age (mean latency to fall; 4 weeks: R6/2
– 76 � 7.5; controls: 82 � 6.8; 6 weeks: R6/2 100 � 6.8; controls:
111 � 7.6; Fig. 4). However, with increasing age, R6/2 mice dis-
played severe deficits in motor coordination and balance
(F(2,66) � 18.52; p � 0.0001; N � 12 mice/group; effect of time,
two-way repeated-measure ANOVA). R6/2 mice at 8, 10, and 12
weeks displayed decreased latency to fall off the rotarod com-
pared with wild-type controls (F(1,66) � 4.41; p � 0.039; N � 12
mice/group; effect of genotype, two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA). (Mean latency to fall: 8 weeks R6/2 � 88 � 3.4; con-
trols: 158 � 4.4; 10 weeks: R6/2 81 � 6.16; controls: 170 � 9.5; 12
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Figure 2. Loss of persistent spines in HD. A, Time line for imaging and definition of spine categories. Imaging days are represented by 41, 49, 57, 65, 73, and 81. B, Time-lapse images of a dendritic
branch, from a control Thy1-GFP-M mouse. Notice the presence of two types of spines, persistent spines (blue arrows) and transient spines (green arrows). Persistent spines are larger and contain
a head, which is clearly separated from the dendrite by a thin neck. The transient spines are thin, filopodia-like, and do not survive until the next imaging session (green arrows). C, Time-lapse image
of a dendritic branch from R6/2 mice. Blue arrows indicate persistent spines, red arrows indicate lost persistent spines, and green arrows mark transient spines. D, (Figure legend continues.)
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weeks: R6/2 62 � 5.7; controls: 203 � 14; Fig. 4). A significant
interaction of genotype and time was observed in the motor be-
havior of R6/2 mice compared with controls (F(2,66) � 3.36; p �
0.040; two-way repeated-measure ANOVA). Wild-type mice, as
expected, demonstrated enhanced motor learning with repeated

exposure to rotarod in contrast to R6/2
mice that performed worse on rotarod
with repetitive exposure at weeks 4, 6, 8,
10, and 12. These data suggest that motor
learning is impaired in R6/2 mice.

Mutant huntingtin causes loss of
mature spines in cortical/hippocampal
neurons in vitro
To investigate the direct effect of mutant
huntingtin on dendritic spines, we first
transfected cultured cortical and hippocam-
pal neurons from wild-type C57BL/6 mice
either with short-Q huntingtin (huntingtin
with 17 glutamine residues; Q17) or with
long-Q huntingtin (huntingtin with 69 glu-
tamine residues; Q69). Cells were cotrans-
fected with actin-GFP to visualize dendritic
spines. We then immunostained actin-
GFP-labeled neurons with markers of
presynaptic and postsynaptic compart-
ments such as synaptophysin and PSD-95
to determine whether the cultured neu-
rons resemble neurons in vivo in that
they express these markers or whether
the actin-GFP protrusions on these neu-
rons represent true spines. Our results
show that cortical/hippocampal neu-
rons overexpressing Q69 huntingtin ex-
hibit significant decrease in the overall
spine number compared with neurons
expressing Q17 huntingtin or actin-GFP
only (mean spine number/10 �m; Q69:
6.7 � 0.4; Q17: 10 � 0.4; actin-GFP: 11 �
0.4; p � 0.0001; Fig. 5A,C). Moreover, in
the neurons over-expressing Q69 hun-
tingtin, we observed a dramatic loss of
mature-type spines and a tendency for in-
creased immature spines (mean mature
spines/10 �m; Q69: 3 � 0.27; Q17: 7 �
0.39; actin-GFP: 7.7 � 0.34; p � 0.0001;
mean immature spines/10 �m; Q69: 4 �
0.29; Q17: 3 � 0.21; actin-GFP; 3 � 0.19;
p � 0.07; Fig. 5A,C). The total spine num-

ber and the number of mature and immature spines were com-
parable between neurons overexpressing Q17 huntingtin and
actin-GFP only (Fig. 5A,C). Additionally, we were able to show
that there is a loss of true dendritic spines in our cortical/hip-
pocampal cultures overexpressing Q69 mutant huntingtin com-
pared with neurons overexpressing Q17 huntingtin or actin-GFP
only. In our culture, the actin-GFP-labeled neurons expressed
synaptophysin, a presynaptic axonal marker and PSD-95, a post-
synaptic dendritic marker. Synaptophysin-positive punctae were
found adjacent to dendritic spines and PSD-95-positive punctae
were found on dendritic spines or “actin-protrusions” suggesting
that these neurons bear true spines (Fig. 6A–D). Furthermore, it
is noteworthy, that in our cultured cortical/hippocampal neu-
rons we observed a more robust effect on dendritic spines after
overexpression of mutant huntingtin with 69 CAG repeats, which
is much shorter than the CAG repeat length in our HD mice R6/2
(CAG 255–280). This robust effect on cultured neurons could be
attributed to a higher level of overexpression of mutant hunting-
tin compared with in vivo situation in the animal model. In sum-

4

(Figure legend continued.) Average fraction of persistent spines in control and R6/2 mice.
Throughout the examination period, R6/2 mice show lower fraction of persistent spines com-
pared with controls. E, Average fraction of transient spines in control and R6/2 mice, which is
greater than twofold in R6/2 mice (�38%) compared with controls (�16%). F, Time-lapse
imaging of a dendritic branch from R6/2 mice. Green arrows indicate transient spines. Note the
presence of several transient spines that appear and disappear throughout the entire imaging
period in the R6/2 mice. In the control mice (B, green arrows) very few transient spines appear
during the imaging period. G, Changes in brightness of persistent spines before their complete
loss in R6/2 mice. Yellow arrow indicates loss of fluorescence in the persistent spine. Note that
over the course of the imaging experiment, this dendritic branch lost most of its spines. Signif-
icant differences between groups are indicated by asterisks. Data are presented as mean �
SEM. Means were considered to be statistically significant if p � 0.05. N � 13 mice/group.
Scale bar, 2 �m.

Figure 3. Increased turnover and impaired stabilization of newly formed spines in HD. A, Average weekly spine TOR in control
(Thy1-GFP-M) and R6/2 mice, which is �8% in controls and �19% in R6/2 mice. Compared with controls, R6/2 mice display a
significant increase in spine turnover that remained elevated as the disease progressed. B, Average lost spine fraction per week of
controls and R6/2 mice. Throughout the examination period, R6/2 mice lose more spines per week (�21%) compared with
controls (�8%). C, Time-lapse images of a dendritic branch showing newly formed spines. Newly formed spines indicated by
arrows are mostly thin, filopodia-like, and do not survive very long. D, Average gain spine fraction per week of control and R6/2
mice. R6/2 mice gain more spines (�12%) compared with controls (�8%) as the disease progresses. E, Quantification of new
persistent spine density (NP). F, The probability (NP/TN) that new spines became persistent. Every circle and square represents a
mouse. Significant differences between groups are indicated by asterisks. Horizontal bars represent the group averages. Data are
presented as mean � SEM. N � 7–13 mice/group. Scale bar, C, 2 �m.
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mary, the findings suggest that mutant huntingtin might directly
affect dendritic spines leading to loss of mature spines in vitro.

Mutant huntingtin aggregates are localized in and around
dendritic spines in vivo
Mutant huntingtin aggregates are found in human HD patients
and in animal models of HD (DiFiglia et al., 1997; Scherzinger et
al., 1997). To examine whether mutant huntingtin aggregates
localize in dendritic spines in cortical neurons, we performed
immunostaining with anti-Htt antibody (EM48) recognizing
misfolded human huntingtin and imaged cortical neurons of
R6/2 and wild-type control mice using confocal microscopy. We
found that some huntingtin-containing aggregates localize
within the dendritic spines and some huntingtin aggregates are
found around the dendritic spines in R6/2 mice, whereas no hun-
tingtin aggregates are found in the cortical neurons of wild-type
control mice (Fig. 5D,E). In the R6/2 mice, we also quantified the
total number of huntingtin aggregates on cortical dendrites to
determine what fraction of the total huntingtin aggregate associ-
ates with dendritic spines (Fig. 5B). We quantified aggregates as
follows: (1) total aggregate number, (2) aggregates in mature
spines, (3) aggregates in immature spines, and (4) aggregates
adjacent to spines. We found that the largest fraction of hunting-
tin aggregates were adjacent to spines (74%), regardless of their
shape (filopodia, stubby, and mature spines). However, mature
or mushroom-type spines contained a higher fraction of hun-
tingtin aggregates (18%) compared with smaller spines or
filopodia-like spines that contained 8% aggregates (Fig. 5B). In
addition, we measured the dendritic shaft diameter of R6/2 and
wild-type mice and found no significant difference in shaft diam-
eter between R6/2 mice and wild types. Our data indicate that
there are more huntingtin containing aggregates in mature spines
compared with immature spines, which might contribute to their
loss. These data are in agreement with our in vitro data (Fig.
5A–D).

Discussion
Dendritic spine pathology is observed in several neurodegenera-
tive conditions including HD where spine alterations have been
described mostly at the symptomatic and advanced disease stage
(Graveland et al., 1985; Ferrante et al., 1991; Sotrel et al., 1993;
Guidetti et al., 2001; Klapstein et al., 2001; Fiala et al., 2002; Spires
et al., 2004; Nithianantharajah et al., 2009; Lerner et al., 2012).
Thus far, studies describing effects on spines in brain tissue have
been based on measurements in postmortem material. There-
fore, it is not clear how these phenotypes come about. The devel-
opment of two-photon in vivo imaging techniques allows
longitudinal studies of individual spines in live animals to deter-
mine how spine phenotypes develop in mouse models of neuro-
degenerative conditions (Tsai et al., 2004; Fuhrmann et al., 2007;
Cruz-Martín et al., 2010).

Here, we used in vivo two-photon imaging to monitor cortical
dendritic spine alterations in a mouse model of HD while the
disease progresses. Several important conclusions can be drawn
from our results. First, our findings are in agreement with previ-
ous reports and more importantly, provide new insight into den-
dritic spine pathogenesis in HD. In accordance with previous
findings, we observed reduced spine density in our HD mice
(R6/2) that could be due to reduced spine survival on cortical
neurons. Importantly, both reduced spine survival and density
were evident in the presymptomatic phase during which our R6/2
mice do not show any deficit in motor coordination and balance.
This suggests that synaptic dysfunction precedes the motor
symptoms in HD. Furthermore, the early spine loss in our model
suggests that the decreased spine numbers in HD are not a con-
sequence of neuronal loss, but rather represent loss of excitatory
synaptic input. In addition, the fact that spine loss progressed
slowly discourages the hypothesis that spines disappear as a con-
sequence of neuronal death and dendritic degeneration. More-
over, previous studies suggest that neuronal loss in R6/2 mice is
not evident until the very end stage of the disease (Turmaine et
al., 2000). The cause for reduced spine survival in the R6/2 model
remains unknown. Reduced spine survival could be due to cellu-
lar alterations that occur early in the disease, such as loss of excit-
atory input due to degeneration of the presynaptic partner, or
loss of neurotrophic factors (Zuccato et al., 2008). A study by del
Toro et al. (2006) suggests that wild-type huntingtin regulates
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) trafficking while mu-
tant huntingtin disrupts this transport along the corticostriatal
pathway. It is likely that mutant huntingtin, by disrupting vesic-
ular trafficking of BDNF, influences spine survival on cortical
neurons. Interestingly, overexpression of BDNF has been shown
to rescue defective synaptic plasticity and related mechanisms in
animal models of HD (Lynch et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2010).

How does spine loss progress in HD? Particularly, at which
phase of the disease do R6/2 mice begin to lose spines? To answer
these questions, we analyzed spine density in younger R6/2 mice
at PND22 and PND30 and found that R6/2 mice at both ages
show tendencies toward lower spine density. Hence, it is possible
that subtle alterations in dendritic spines may occur as early as
week 3. Significant reduction in spine density became evident at
PND41, before the onset of motor symptoms (motor learning
deficits) in R6/2 mice. Conversely, we did not detect significant
dendritic abnormalities in vivo (R6/2 mice) and in vitro (cultured
neurons), indicating that spine loss could be one of the earliest
manifestations of the disease.

Second, in this study, we found that persistent spines were
preferentially lost in R6/2 mice during the whole imaging period.

Figure 4. Characterization of motor-learning deficit in R6/2 mice compared with wild-type
controls at five different ages. Young R6/2 mice (weeks 4 and 6) spent the same amount of time
running on an accelerating rotarod as the wild-type controls, indicating that they did have any
motor deficit. Further, with repeated exposure to rotarod (weeks 4 to 12), wild-type mice
improve their performance indicating motor learning in wild-type mice. R6/2 mice, on the other
hand, display diminished performance after repetitive exposure to rotarod, indicating impaired
motor learning in the R6/2 mice compared with wild types. Older R6/2 mice (8, 10, and 12
weeks) displayed decreased latency to fall off the rotarod compared with wild types indicating
that R6/2 mice at these ages have developed a motor phenotype. Two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA was used to test the significant effect of genotype and age on motor behavior. N � 12
mice/group at each time point. Data are presented as mean � SEM. Note that the error bars for
R6/2 mice are difficult to see because they are small. Significant differences are indicated by
asterisks.
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Figure 5. In vitro mutant huntingtin leads to loss of spines, especially of mature-type spines, and in vivo aggregates of mutant huntingtin localize in dendritic spines. A, Mean spine number/10�m counted
on �37–51 high-magnification dendritic segments of cortical/hippocampal neurons (13 neurons, 3–5 per genotype 4 � technical replicates) overexpressing short Q17 huntingtin, long Q69 huntingtin, or
actin-GFP only. In neurons overexpressing Q69 huntingtin, we observed significant loss, particularly of mature-type spines, compared with neurons overexpressing Q17 huntingtin and actin-GFP only. B,
Quantification of aggregates associated with dendritic spines in the R6/2 mice. More huntingtin aggregates were present within mature (mushroom-shaped) spines compared with smaller spines (filopodia-like
or stubby spines; Agg, aggregates). However, there are more huntingtin aggregates adjacent to spines than within mature or immature spines. C, Z-projected stack representing total spines on cortical/
hippocampaldendriteoverexpressingQ17�actin-GFP,Q69�actin-GFP,andactin-GFPonly.NoticethatQ69huntingtinoverexpressingneurons(middle)havefewerspinescomparedwithneuronsexpressing
Q17huntingtin�actin-GFP(left)andactin-GFPonly(right).AlsonoticethepresenceoffewermaturespinesonneuronsoverexpressingQ69huntingtin.D,GFPexpressingapicaldendritefromdoubletransgenic
Thy1-GFP-M � R6/2 mice. In red is mutant huntingtin staining with anti-human huntingtin antibody EM48. Insets in the merged image represent boxed regions. Note the presence of mutant huntingtin
aggregates in dendritic spines of R6/2 mice. E, GFP-expressing apical dendrite from the wild-type Thy1-GFP-M mice. No huntingtin aggregates are present in the wild-type mice. In this study, we did not observe
any significant difference in shaft diameter between R6/2 and wild-type mice as evident in the figures above. Scale bar, 5 �m.
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Selective elimination of persistent synapses that represent intact
neuronal circuitry in the brain would mean that previously exist-
ing neuronal circuitry has been interrupted in HD. A lost persis-
tent spine might represent the degenerating structure unit
underlying early cellular deficits in HD. Interestingly, we also

observed a remarkable increase in the pool of transient spines in
R6/2 mice. This could be a compensatory mechanism, whereby
cortical neurons react to spine and synapse loss by producing
more spines. However, we also observed that most of those tran-
sient spines had an immature phenotype (filopodia-like, thin

Figure 6. In culture, actin-GFP-labeled cortical/hippocampal neurons coexpress presynaptic and postsynaptic markers. A, Cortical/hippocampal neurons cotransfected with Q69 huntingtin �
actin-GFP express PSD-95 in most of the dendritic spines, suggesting that actin-GFP labeled protrusions in these neurons are true spines. B, Q17 huntingtin � actin-GFP overexpressing neurons
showing PSD-95 immunopositive punctae in most spines. C, D, Synaptophysin (a presynaptic protein marker)-positive dots were found adjacent to dendritic spines in cortical/hippocampal neurons
overexpressing Q69 and Q17 huntingtin. White arrows indicate synaptophysin or PSD-95 immunoreactivity close to or in the dendritic spines. The color of the text (Q-69 huntingtin � actin-GFP, Q17
huntingtin � actin-GFP, PSD-95, synaptophysin) represents the color of the antigen in the corresponding merged section (right). Scale bar, 5 �m.
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spines), which suggests that dendritic spine maturation is af-
fected in HD.

Last, to our surprise, we observed that spine turnover is
increased as early as the presymptomatic phase and remains
elevated throughout the disease in R6/2 mice compared with
controls. This indicates that R6/2 mice exhibit a higher rate of
neuronal circuitry rewiring compared with control mice. In-
terestingly, R6/2 mice also gain more spines compared with
controls. Although R6/2 mice display significantly higher
newly formed spines, there was significant reduction in per-
sistent spines throughout the disease. Our results show that
the reduction in persistent spine numbers is not only due to
the loss of spines but also due to an impaired stabilization of
newly formed spines. Since only stable spines bear synapses
(Knott et al., 2006), our data indicate that the cortical circuitry
in R6/2 mice likely fails to generate long-lasting synaptic con-
nections in the brain.

The exact cause of spine loss in HD remains unknown. How-
ever, several mechanisms could be implicated. The precise func-
tion of the huntingtin protein is unknown. Studies suggest that
wild-type huntingtin has a role in vesicular trafficking and axonal
transport (Gauthier et al., 2004; Trushina et al., 2004; Smith et al.,
2005a; Caviston and Holzbaur, 2009). Mutant huntingtin, how-
ever, has a propensity to aggregate in the nucleus and in the
cytoplasm, which is reported both in human HD patients and in
animal models, in dendrites as well as in dendritic spines (Di-
Figlia et al., 1997; Scherzinger et al., 1997; Gutekunst et al., 1999;
Lunkes et al., 2002). These aggregates could impair synaptic func-
tion, distort dendritic morphology, and disrupt trafficking and
cell signaling and contribute to the known dendritic pathology
that occurs in HD (Li et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2005a). We found
that the expression of mutant huntingtin causes a reduction in
mature (mushroom type) spine numbers suggesting that mutant
huntingtin is directly involved in the loss of mature spines in HD.
In addition, we found aggregates of mutant huntingtin within
mature spines and also around all types of dendritic spines in the
R6/2 mice. Mutant huntingtin aggregates could sequester pro-
teins that are involved in synaptic transmission, such as the scaf-
folding protein PSD-95, and AMPA receptors among many
others and lead to depletion of these proteins at their site of action
(Cha et al., 1998; Sun et al., 2001; Luthi-Carter et al., 2003; Smith
et al., 2005a,b, 2007; Nithianantharajah and Hannan, 2012). In-
terestingly, the mRNA and protein levels of PSD-95 and AMPA
receptors are reduced in HD patients and in animal models (Cha
et al., 1998; Sun et al., 2001; Luthi-Carter et al., 2003). Mainte-
nance and stabilization of dendritic spines are regulated by syn-
aptic activity, as well as by the molecular complex at the
postsynaptic density of spines, consisting of neurotransmitter re-
ceptors, scaffolding proteins (PSD-95), enzymes, and cytoskel-
etal proteins (Yoshihara et al., 2009). Close correlation exists
between spine head size, PSD size, AMPA receptor number, and
spine stability; a phenomenon that possibly shows similarities to
LTP (Yoshihara et al., 2009).

Another mechanism by which dendritic spine loss can occur
in HD is via defective endocytic recycling and disrupted axonal
transport. Impaired endosomal trafficking resulted in loss of
mushroom-type, mature spines on hippocampal neurons at the
vicinity of huntingtin aggregates (Richards et al., 2011). Hence,
huntingtin aggregates, by sequestering molecular components of
endosomal trafficking and dendritic spine stability, could con-
tribute to failure of newly formed spines to stabilize and become
persistent, eventually causing spine loss, particularly loss of
persistent type spines in HD. Furthermore, in HD vesicular trans-

port is altered which could lead to axonal degeneration, eventu-
ally causing spine loss (Li and Conforti, 2013). It is widely
believed that regulated (de-)polymerization of actin, which
forms the spine cytoskeleton, underlies mechanisms of learn-
ing and memory, such as long-term potentiation and long-
term depression. A study by Munsie et al. (2011) suggested
that mutant huntingtin causes defective actin remodeling that
could influence the spine appearance, disappearance, and loss
observed here. Furthermore, aberrant cortical synaptic plas-
ticity and disturbances in Ca 2� signaling is reported in HD
models including R6/2 mice (Murphy et al., 2000; Deckel et
al., 2002; Mazarakis et al., 2005; Milnerwood and Raymond,
2007). Interestingly, impaired experience-dependent cortical
plasticity in the HD mouse model has been reported to under-
lie a form of learning, which is regulated by the barrel cortex
(Mazarakis et al., 2005). Hence, it is likely that altered synaptic
plasticity could have an impact on spine number, stability, and
turnover in this cortical area.

In summary, disturbances in the cellular processes de-
scribed above could contribute to spine pathology in our HD
model and this could lead to functional changes in cortical
neurons and change their output characteristics. These
changes could underlie symptoms such as deficits in cogni-
tion, learning, and memory, which constitute early stage pa-
thology in HD. Therapies that stabilize dendritic spines or
promote spine maturation may be beneficial for the treatment
of early symptoms in HD.
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